How to use these galleries
When you rst access the site photos.kiechle.com, you will see a page that
shows a full-screen slide show. This is the Home page. On the top of the
screen, the name of the site, Third Eye Captures, is displayed; to the right of
this, there are four buttons: Photos, Videos, Private, and Help. The rst accesses the main photo page while the next two provide shortcuts to the parts of
the site that contain video clips and content reserved for family and friends, respectively. Help displays the information you are reading now. Clicking the Photos button accesses the main photo page; it contains two di erent types of elements: galleries (that contain photos) and groups (that may contain photos,
galleries and other groups).

Every item has a cover photograph under which appears the name of the item
and the number of photos (for galleries) or the number of galleries (for groups).
Hovering the mouse pointer over a group displays the modi cation date and total number of photos in that group, while positioning it over a gallery shows the
creation and modi cation dates of that gallery.
Note that there is a menu on the top left of the display; this menu
provides access to the options shown on the left. Most of these
should be self-explanatory. Login is for those who have already
created an account on the site in the past or wish to do so now.
Family and Friends and Roots
are areas that require a password and are therefore not open
to everyone. On the content
pages, these and other private
groups, galleries, and photos are
identi ed by a small padlock
icon as shown at right.
So far, we have looked at the home screen
and a content page with representations of galleries and groups. We have seen
how to di erentiate between these two items and learned how to tell if they are
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locked or unlocked. We have taken a quick peek at the menu, but we have not
seen any actual content yet. For this, we need to open a group or a gallery. To
do so, single click on the item you wish to open. Let’s start with a gallery. This is
a partially view of what we see when it opens:

You are now viewing thumbnails of the photos contained in this gallery. Above
the images, there is a (usually short) description of the gallery, and below each
thumbnail, you can read the title of the photo. Hovering the mouse pointer over
any of the images reveals the number of that image within the gallery. Below the
line with the menu and site name, you can see a thin strip:

On the left side, you have the breadcrumbs, i.e., the path you traveled to get
here. The parts in orange are links that allow you to travel back while the text
string in black shows you the name of the gallery or group you are currently in.

The right side allows you to select photos (to add to your favorites if you have
created an account), or to share this particular gallery with people via Facebook,
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Twitter, or email with a link to either the gallery or a slideshow of its contents. Finally, you can use the Slideshow button to see it yourself. But now it is time to
look at actual photos! To do so, single-click on one of the photos in the gallery.

You are now looking at a single gallery image. Note that the last part of the
breadcrumbs is now in orange, indicating that the gallery name is now a link you
can click to exit single-photo mode. Several new elements have appeared. To
the right of the photo, tiny, square thumbnails are now displayed in an array. You
can click any of these to get to a particular image. Note that the thumbnail of the
currently selected image is highlighted with the image number in black on an orange background. Below the thumbnails, a number is displayed; should there be
more images in the gallery that can be shown in one thumbnail grid, these numbers will allow switching to the various thumbnail pages.
Above the thumbnail grid, you may choose the Info button to replace the array
of thumbnails with some technical information about the selected image. Clicking on the Thumbnails button restores the array. You may also cycle through the
gallery images with the arrow keys on your keyboard or with the two arrow but3
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tons above the thumbnails grid. Note that the Share button on the top right of
the screen now permits the sharing not only of the gallery but also of the image
currently being viewed. Hovering the mouse pointer
over the image area reveals two menus. The one on
the top left allows sharing in the same way as the
Share button on the top right of the screen does. It
also provides a way to download the currently displayed image in a variety of formats. Not all images
may be downloaded, and some may only be downloaded at certain sizes. The Dim the Lights option
removes all screen elements and displays only the
current image on a black background. If you make
your window full screen, the image will ll it. To exit
this mode, either use the Escape key on your keyboard, click on the photo, or
move the mouse pointer towards the upper right of the image area and click on
the white X that appears there. You can also enter the Dim the Lights mode by
simply clicking on the currently displayed photo.
The second menu, simply labeled i, provides similar info than does the Info button above the thumbnails.
Galleries containing video clips are only slightly di erent from those containing
photographs. One di erence is that there is no technical information available;
another that there is no Dim the Lights option. Instead, clicking on a video
starts playing it. A symbol will appear in the upper left corner of the video clip (a
double-sided arrow pointing from lower right to upper left); you can click on that
to make the video full screen.
Another di erence is that the list of thumbnails is very di erent, but there is
nothing unfathomable here: once a few basic principles are known, navigating
becomes very simple. Should there still be any unanswered questions, just contact me, either via the About page of this site, or from any page of my main web
site.
Have fun!

PS Third Eye Captures? Yes; the third eye is obviously the lens of the camera.
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